Examples of seating arrangements viewed from inside the vehicle looking from the front to the rear of the vehicle

FAIL
Gap between seats is less than 11" (280mm)

FAIL
Gap between side of vehicle and passenger seat is less than 11" (280mm)

PASS
Gap between seats is a minimum of 11" (280mm)
Examples of seating arrangements viewed from above the vehicle

FAIL
- Access to the doors is blocked by the middle row of seats

FAIL
- Access to the doors is blocked by the middle row of seats and the gap between the seats is less than 11" (280mm)

PASS
- Space between middle row and rear row is 11" (280mm) or more with clear access to the passenger doors

PASS
- Space between middle row of seats and side of vehicle is 11" (280mm) or more

PASS
- Space between seats in the middle row is 11" (280mm) or more